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Introduction

– Motivation for talk: Two worrisome cultural 
trends premised on misunderstandings of 
“science”


– Aim of talk: demonstrate philosophy and 

science (contemporary cosmology) work 
together in mutually edifying ways



Problems in Cosmology: 
Underdetermination of Models

–  Deep sense of underdetermination: with respect to models 
•  Empirically well-verified underlying physical theories

–  The observational indistinguishability of spacetimes in GR
•  Manchak’s Theorem (2009, 2011): Two spacetimes (M, gab) and (M’, 

gab) are OI if, for every point p in M there’s a point p’ in M’ whose 
observational past (past light cone) is isometric to the observational 
past of p’

–  Almost every ST that satisfies GR is OI in this way !     



Problems in Cosmology: 
Underdetermination of Models

– Uncertainties in the Standard (ΛCDM) Model 
•  Indirect observational evidence

•  Status of Λ and anthropic principle/fine-tuning 
considerations 

•  Cosmic structure formation

•  Postulated entities accounting for vast percentage 
of universe’s makeup: DM & DE



Problems in Cosmology:  
Multiverses

– Postulated or predicted?
– What sort of multiverse?

•  Many spacetimes
–  Bubble universe (eternal or chaotic inflation)
–  Everettian-type multiverse?

•  One spacetime
–  Causally isolated universes with similar parameters/laws
–  Causally isolated universes with different parameters/laws

– What explanatory work do these ontologies do?
•  For various parameters/constants
•  For modal questions
•  For uniqueness questions
•  For probabilistic reasoning generally



Problems in Cosmology:  
A Missing Theory of Quantum Gravity
– The two competing camps bring philosophical 

issues to the fore
•  Assumptions about the nature of ST:

– Covariant QG (string theory, M theory) as TOE deriving 
quantized ST from relativity & gauge symmetries, vs.

–   Canonical QG (loops, foams), not a TOE, assumes quantized ST

•  Theory choice without experimental confirmation
•  Sociology of scientific communities & practices



Conclusions
–  Re: Underdetermination

•  Exploring alternate cosmological models?
•  Reevaluating consequences of and motivations for adopting particular 

parameter values
•  Careful analysis of assumptions and adjustment of credences based on 

indirect nature of evidence

–  Re: Multiverses
•  Careful analysis of what type of multiverse comes out of various models, 

and with what degree of certainty
•  Creative thought about the role of multiverses in constructing/applying 

physical laws
•  Ditto above, but for other realms of inquiry (phil, theo)

–  Re: Quantum Gravity
•  What criteria ought to govern theory choice in absence of evidence?
•  Underlying philosophical assumptions about nature of space, time, gravity
•  Rethinking the nature of scientific progress/methodology?



MetaConclusions

– Correcting the “omnicompetence” narrative 
in science with epistemic humility

– Correcting the “isolationist” view espoused 
by various practitioners of science (and other 
academic disciplines) 

– Critical Importance of multi-faceted science 
education (re: the idol of pragmatism)


